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Abstract 

 

This study is focused on whether flag-burning in the USA is protected by the First 

Amendment to the U.S. Constitution or not? The background of the study is the 1984 

Dallas flag-burning. The theoretical framework consists of the Liberty theory with 

Freedom of Expression and the Harm Principle as main concepts. Methodologically, a 

theory-consuming case study has been used with a qualitative approach to understand 

the trials of Johnson versus Texas. The purpose is to gain better understanding of the 

1984 Dallas flag-burning. The main findings of the thesis show that despite the 

government’s pressure and the public opinion, the U.S. Supreme Court followed the 

Law in lieu of feelings by arguing that flag-burning is protected by the First 

Amendment. Furthermore, this thesis also reveals the ambiguity of Freedom of 

Expression. On the one hand, its only limit is actually the harm that it can cause to 

others and on the other hand Freedom of Expression would be useless if it has no ability 

to cause harm. A debate of Freedom of Expression may arise when individuals consider 

that harm has been done to them and need recognition for this harm with evidence of 

existence of the violence and its amplitude.The main questions may be what are the 

legitimate and the illegitimate harms.  
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                                    Chapter One 

 

1. Introduction 

The United States (U.S) is often perceived as a land of freedoms.
1
 Thomas Jefferson 

defended the ideals of freedoms in the Declaration of Independence in the following 

words:  

“ We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are created equal; that                     

    they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among  

                these are liberty and the pursuit of happiness.”
2
 

The First Amendment offers Americans a certain constitutional protection for freedom 

of speech.
3
 Many U.S.citizens argue that this freedom allow them to express their 

opinions, in any way they wish as long as their right of expression does not violate the 

rights of others.
4
 One such expression has been to burn the U.S.flag as symbol of 

disappointment, anger and frustration; an expression of the right to be a dissatisfied 

democratic. However, the action to burn the American flag has provided intense debates 

on the limits of freedom of speech.
5
 The debate upon flag desecration has been disputed 

for more than a century and constitutional amendments have been proposed to secure 

the right to burn the flag as a freedom of expression.
6
 Over the last decades, dissatisfied 

democrats due to wars have desecrated the U.S. flag.
7
 During the Vietnam War, opinion 

was deeply divided in the U.S. On April 15, 1967, during a massive antiwar 

demonstration in New York’s Central Park, demonstrators burnt the U.S.flag to show 

their dislike over American’s actions in Vietnam. The New York flag-burning was 

extensively communicated in the media.
8
 

The action to burn the U.S. flag met heavy criticism. A great number of Americans have 

declared that, the flag is a national symbol of the U.S to be protected from harm and that 

                                                 
1
 http://www.pbs.org/jefferson/enlight/flag.htm.United States v.Eichman Issue:Burning the American 

Flag. Accessed 20/10/2014 
2
 http://www.pbs.org/jefferson/enlight/flag.htm.United States v.Eichman Issue:Burning the American 

Flag. Accessed 20/10/2014 
3
 Katharine Gelber.Political Culture Flag Use and Freedom of Speech.Political Studies:2012 vol 60.P.167 

4
 http://www.pbs.org/jefferson/enlight/flag.htm.United States v.Eichman Issue:Burning the American 

Flag. Accessed 20/10/2014 
5
 Gelber 2012, p. 63  

6
 http://documents.mccormickfoundation.org/CIVICS/PROGRAMS/files/pdf/burning_issue.pdf.A Burning 

Issue. A structured Academic Controversy Concerning Flag Desecration. Accessed 15/09/2014 
7
 http://www.pbs.org/jefferson/enlight/flag.htm.United States v.Eichman Issue:Burning the American 

Flag. Accessed 15/09/2014 
8
 Goldstein 1996, p. 99 

 

http://www.pbs.org/jefferson/enlight/flag.htm.United%20States%20v.Eichman
http://www.pbs.org/jefferson/enlight/flag.htm.United%20States%20v.Eichman
http://www.pbs.org/jefferson/enlight/flag.htm.United%20States%20v.Eichman
http://www.pbs.org/jefferson/enlight/flag.htm.United%20States%20v.Eichman
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flag-burning should not be legalized under the U.S.First Amendment.
9
 Thus, the Flag 

Protection Act of 1989 made a criminal of any citizen who “knowingly mutilates, 

defaces, physically defiles burns, maintains on the floor or ground, or tramples upon a 

U.S.flag except in relation to the disposal of a worm or soiled flag”.
10

 Yet, in a number 

of cases that the Federal district courts adjudicated, the courts rejected the charges under 

the judgment that the Act violated the free speech clause of the First Amendment.  

In 1984, Gregory Lee Johnson was arrested outside the 1984 Republican National 

Convention in Dallas after he participated in a flag-burning remonstrance in front of 

Dallas City Hall.
11

 Johnson was a member of the Revolutionary Communist Youth 

Brigade (RCYB). Both the majority and justices harmonized their viewpoint that 

Johnson’s attitude was planned to announce a message and accordingly, he could 

attempt to hold First Amendment protection.
12

 However, they quickly diverged on the 

substance of that affirmation. Johnson was found guilty under a Texas statute that 

categorizes the U.S. flag as a “venerated object that permits criminal prosecution of 

those who desecrate it”.
13

 Johnson was penalized to a year in jail and penalized $2,000. 

And yet, the Texas Criminal Appeals changed the decision by arguing that Johnson’s 

burning of the American flag was expressive conduct defended by the First Amendment 

to the U.S. Constitution. According to John Stuart Mill (British philosopher and 

political economist), people should be free to think, say, and do as they satisfy, so long 

as it harms no one but themselves.
14

 Furthermore, Mill defends that neither the 

government executing officially through legislation nor the public acting naturally may 

legitimately conceal the expression of an opinion, even when judgment is only applied 

by a small minority.
15

 

 

The case of Gregory Lee Johnson raised a hard debate between pro and counter flag-

burning, as an instrument of free speech. The Johnson case became a preponderant 

matter on the political program for an entire year.
16

 

 

                                                 
9
 Goldstein 1996, p. 46  

10
 http://www.pbs.org/jefferson/enlight/flag.htm.United States v.Eichman Issue:Burning the American 

Flag. Accessed 15/09/2014 
11

 Garbus 1989, p. 369 
12

 Stewart 1989, p. 58 
13

 Garbus 1989, p. 369 
14

 Kolak 2007, p. 1 
15

 Ibid, p. 43 
16

 Goldstein 1996, p. 11 

http://www.pbs.org/jefferson/enlight/flag.htm.United%20States%20v.Eichman
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1.1 Purpose and Research Questions 

The debate over the 1984 Dallas American flag-burning controversy, reveals the two 

sides of the U.S. democracy through the principle of freedom of expression. My 

intention with this thesis, is to gain a deeper understanding of the debate over the 1984 

Dallas American flag-burning. The research questions are: 

 

1.What are the pro and counter arguments for freedom of expression in the debate over 

the 1984 Dallas American flag-burning ?  

2. How can Mill’s theory explain the Texas Court’s decision over the 1984 Dallas 

American flag-burning ? 

 

1.2 Method and materials 

This thesis will be an explanatory case study by choosing a theory-consuming design. It 

is applicable because, it focuses on a specific event in the history of a nation on the 

limits of freedom of expression in the debate over the 1984 Dallas flag-burning. 

According to Esaiasson et al, a theory-consuming study is an explanatory study in 

which each case is at the center. The theory-consuming study’s task  relies on using 

existing theories and explanatory factors, to explain what has happened in a particular 

case.
17

  The case here, is the limits of freedom of expression in the debate over the 1984 

Dallas U.S.flag-burning and the explanatory theory is John Stuart Mill theory on 

Liberty. 

A case can be defined in different ways, but I choose a definition from George and 

Bennet (2005) where they argued that, a case is an example of one type of event, where 

the type of event, is a phenomenon of scientific interest.
18

 I consider, the flag-burning in 

the U.S as an issue of scientific interest because, it allows us to get a deeper 

understanding of the two sides of the principle of freedom of expression in the U.S. 

democracy. 

The case study is qualitative in nature. Unlike a quantitative study, which analyzes a 

large number of observations that are equally treated; a qualitative study is based on a 

deeper study with fewer objects of analysis.
19

 My study is qualitative, as I plan to gain a 

deeper understanding of the 1984 Dallas flag-burning in a thorough and qualitative way. 

                                                 
17

 Esaiasson et al 2007, p. 42 
18

 George and Bennet 2005, p. 17  
19

 Esaiasson et al 2012, p. 210 
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A quantitative study does not provide the same deep understanding of a problem. Case 

studies, are often criticized for not giving sufficient basis for generalizations compared 

to other, comparative studies.
20

 My purpose is not to present general findings, but rather 

to understand factors that have motivated the debate over the 1984 Dallas flag-burning. 

According to George and Bennett (2005), research design based on case study gives the 

best conceptual validity and case study is often most effective, when it comes to 

identifying and measuring the diversity of indicators that might represent the essential 

theoretical concepts.
21

  

I mostly used secondary materials in the form of reports, internet sources, academic 

articles or books written by academic investigators in order to guarantee the quality of 

my sources. Among them, is Robert Justin Goldstein - a professor of political science at 

Oakland University. His books Burning the flag. The Great 1989-1990. American Flag 

Desecration Controversy (1996) and Flag Burning&Free Speech ( 2000) describe in 

detail the 1984 Dallas flag-burning and also the Texas trials of Gregory Lee Johnson 

from 1984 to1988. I used both these books, as my main sources in the chapter of 

analysis. Other secondary materials on flag-burning, were used in the chapter of 

analysis. These materials materials include: Reconciling Freedom of Expression and 

Flag Desecration: a Comparative Study (2006) written by Kabir Duggal and Shreysas 

Sridhar.The Signification  of the American Flag: A semiotic Analysis of Texas v. 

Johnson (2012) written by Heather L.Hundley. 

In the section of theory, I mainly used John Stuart Mill on Liberty (2007) authored by 

Daniel Kolak - a professor of philosophy at the William University Paterson University. 

The author gives an unbiased discussion of the main components and critical matters 

argued by Mill’s theory of liberty. In the sections on method and validity and reliability, 

I used books authored by Peter Esaiasson et al. (2007 and 2012) (In Swedish: 

Metodpraktikan - konsten att studera samhälle, individ och marknad). In the use of 

secondary sources, it is essential to have a critical approach, as secondary sources are 

considered to be less reliable than primary sources. In order to increase the credibility of 

a historical claim, one can confirm it with another statement from another source, with a 

different origin than the first. Another way is to try to start from sources with high 

centrality, that is to say sources that were centrally placed in a sequence of events.
22

 I 

am aware, that using secondary materials will constantly encounter empiricism, that is 

                                                 
20

 Esaiasson et al 2007, p. 159 
21

 George and Bennet 2005, p. 19  
22

 Esaiasson et al 2012, p. 283 
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colored by the author. I hope that by using sources that differ in both time and political 

slant, I will avoid an overly narrow view of what happened.  

 

1.3 Previous studies on flag-burning  

A number of researchers have investigated the issue of flag desecration and, its 

controversies. For instance, in his book Burning the flag, The Great 1989-1990 

American Flag Desecration Controversy, Robert Justin Goldstein, professor of political 

science at Oakland University gives his own opinions over the 1984 Dallas American 

Flag. Desecration Flag-burners, constitute a small group and they do not have enough 

public-relations competences. 
23

 Moreover, there is no indication that flag desecration 

diminishes the flag’s symbolic value. Notwithstanding, the fact that to tolerate flag 

desecration is almost possible to endanger the flag’s symbolic value, but to interdict 

flag-burning as a method of peaceful political opposition will without doubt, attenuate 

the flag’s symbolic ability to reflect political freedom. Even though, a great number of 

defenders of banning flag desecration have supported that Johnson’s actions should not 

be defended by the U.S.Constitution, because its First Amendment alludes only to 

freedom of speech and press, while flag-burning is a sort of conduct. 
24

 Yet, this posture 

has been rejected by the U.S.Supreme Court for over sixty years, ever since a 1931 

ruling annulling attempts to prevent demonstrations of red flag symbolizing 

communism. Goldstein’s argument, that flag-burning is not protected by the First 

Amendment  would also prevent all sorts of nonverbal conservation, containing  

mummery, theater,  sign language, music, spitting and hissing. Moreover, such an 

explanation of the First Amendment would give, the legality to prevent waving an 

American flag, or a red flag, which is as simply expressive as is burning an American 

flag, or a red flag. 

Michael Welch, Associate Professor in the Administration of Justice Program, School 

of Social Work, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey, led a profound 

examination of flag desecration and attempts to outlaw that especial sort of dissent in 

his book Flag Burning, Moral Panic and the Criminalization of Protest. Michael Welch 

arrived at the conclusion that, flag-burning controversy divides the U.S.society into two 

sides. One defends that flag-burning is protected by the First Amendment to the U.S. 

Constitution and the other argues that such action must be considered as a crime. 

                                                 
23

 Goldstein 1996, p. ix 
24

 Ibid, p. x-xi 
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Therefore, it refuses the approach that the right to political dissent is unalienable. 

According to Michael, the way that flag protectionists conduct their campaign comes 

close to futility, conducing further to the contradiction of social control. About the flag-

protection movement, Senator Bob Kerrey asked “ where does it lead? When you are all 

done arguing, what have you got? Have you built a house? Have you helped somebody? 

Have you created a better world? Have you fought a worthy fight? Or are you banging 

into shadows on the wall of a cave? It seems to me nothing is obtained from it as it 

divides the nation.”
25

 Michael regrets that, the phenomenon of the sociological 

consequence of the flag-protection campaign is ignored by other sociologists and 

criminologists. 

In his Article, The Flag Burning Issue: A Legal Analysis and Comment published in 

1990, one year after the U.S.Supreme Court’s decision about the case Texas v. Johnson, 

Eric Alan Isaacson denounced the hypocrisy of the U.S.Congress which, after the 

Supreme Court’s decision attempted to pass an amendment to the U.S.Constitution 

concerning the protection of the American flag against any flag-desecration. Isaacson 

gave a diversity of examples in order to enhance his analysis. American revolutionaries 

burned effigies of King George III and his ministers, perceived then as symbols of 

British domination. Yet, such actions were considered as a very powerful political 

communication. Today, Iranian dissidents who burned an effigy of the Ayatollah 

Khomeini or the Islamic Republic’s flag are called political prisoners by Americans.
26

 

In their article Showing Patriotism, but Reaping Nationalism consequences of exposure 

to the American Flag, Kemmelmeier and David (2008) explored the American symbols 

particularly the American flag. They concluded that, Americans have a particular 

attachment to their flag. Even if the flag is often seen as a patriotic symbol, yet for 

American, the flag likely incites more nationalism than patriotism.
27

 

These previous studies, have been an important tool throughout my work because, they 

provide a broad and deep insight on the issue of the flag-burning in U.S and its 

consequences on the U.S.society. The results of these previous studies have helped me a 

lot, in the choice of my research questions.  

Most research on the 1984 Dallas flag-burning were made during the 1990’s.These 

researches, were without doubt motivated by the strong media coverage of the 

Johnson’s trials which lasted from 1984 to 1989 and the attempts of the U.S.Congress to 

                                                 
25

 Welch 2000, p. 187 
26

 Isacson 1990, p. 600 
27

 Kemmelmeier and Winter 2008, p. 874 
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establish a law to protect the U.S.flag-burning. However, it is difficult to find research 

on the 1984 Dallas flag-burning published after 2003. Probably the debate had lost its 

intensity after these years of Johnson’s trials. 

 

1.4 Validity and reliability 

Validity can be divided into two parts : conceptual validity and the validity of the result. 

Conceptual validity requires that there is a conformance between the theoretical 

definitions and the operational indicator as well as the absence of systematic errors. 

While the validity of the result is when we measure what we claim to measure .
28

 

Validity is the most indispensable criterion of research.
29

 Thus, problems of validity 

increases with the distance between the theoretical definition and operationalization.
30

 

As a result, the problem is less serious when there are relatively simple and 

straightforward theoretical concepts that are close to that is measured at the operational 

level.
31

 The purpose of the study, is to gain a better understanding of the debate over the 

1984 Dallas flag-burning. How does one measure flag-burning in the perspective of 

freedom of expression? In the literature survey, I got support of a theory that explains 

the limits of freedom of expression when there is harm to others. This has meant that I 

used this theory and its principal concepts. The concepts have been defined and 

discussed to specify what will be investigated. The specification creates a clear picture 

of what is to be identified and investigated.  In order to create a good result’s validity, I 

first need a good concept’s validity and high reliability. Therefore, I sort the different 

conceptual definitions based on what I find to be relevant to create an understanding of 

myself and the outside reader.
32

 According to Esaiasson et al, there are two sorts of 

valitiy: internal validity and external validity. Internal validity is alluded to well-

founded conclusions of descriptive or explanatory nature on the basis of the limited 

number of analytical units that one have chosen to study.
33

 Whereas, external validity is 

referred to the possibility of generalizing descriptive conclusions as well as explanatory 

conclusions  from the selection of analytical units that have been studied to some form 

of larger and more relevant population, or from one context to one or more others. This 

may cause, challenge to qualitative researchers because the goal of a qualitative study is 

                                                 
28

 Esaiasson et al 2012, p. 57 
29

 Bryman 2008, p. 32 
30

 Esaiasson et al 2012, p. 59  
31

 Esaiasson et al 2007, p. 65 
32

 Esaiasson et al 2012, p. 33-34 
33

 Esaiasson et al 2007, p. 64 
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to focus on particular case studies as well as definite specimen in the research. 

However, as said earlier this thesis is an explanatory case study with a nature qualitative 

and the purpose is thus based on a certain theory to explain single cases. In this thesis, 

the single case is the 1984 Dallas flag-burning. 

Reliability means the absence of random or unsystematic errors. Reliability refers to the 

measuring instrument or the unit of measurement used for this investigation.
34

 A high 

reliability may suggest that, the same results would be obtained if the same research was 

done at another time.
35

 However, it can be difficult to re-use a measuring instrument in 

qualitative research because it is impossible to freeze a certain time, place and 

environment.
36

 The measuring instrument which I will assume is John Stuart Mill’s 

theory of Liberty. As this is a theory-consuming study, the goal is not to generalize the 

findings, but rather to explain the process in the current case.  

 

1.5 Disposition 

This thesis is organized in four chapters. The first chapter is concerned with the 

introduction with presents the research formulation of this thesis, the purpose and the 

research questions, method and materials where I describe how I proceeded during the 

work and I report the materials used, previous studies and also discussion on validity 

and reliability. The second chapter deals with my theories and concepts of theory of 

liberty in which, I choose to present the concepts of Freedom of Expression and Harm 

Principle. The third chapter consists of an analysis where, I apply Freedom of 

Expression and Harm Principle in the case of the 1984 Dallas flag-burning. This is the 

longest section and this is where I answer my research questions. Finally, the fourth 

chapter discusses the main findings and makes suggestions for future research.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
34

 Ejvegård 2003, p. 70 
35

 Teorell & Svensson 2007, p. 59 
36

 Bryman 2008, p. 352 
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                                                          Chapter Two 

2. Theory 

In this chapter, I discuss how Mill’s theory of Liberty is used in my work and why I 

have chosen Mill. Since my thesis is a theory-consuming case study, I am able to use a 

greater variety of theories to apply, which I believe that they are fundamental to answer 

my research questions. However, I believe that the theory of Liberty of Mill with its 

main components (Freedom of Expression and the Harm Principle) is suitable for 

understanding the 1984 Dallas flag-burning. In addition, I will highlight the various 

concepts of my theory which, I want to discuss in order to clarify what, I mean by these 

concepts without creating any confusion about different concept’s interpretations. Two 

concepts from my theory namely, the Harm Principle and Freedom of Expression will 

be defined and discussed in order to understand my case. 

 

 

2.1 On Liberty 

The theory of Liberty developed by John Stuart Mill in his popular essay On Liberty 

(1859) is a common theory. It is related to the current debates over flag burning, same-

sex marriage, the legitimation of drugs, smoking prohibitions, hate speech codes and 

laws, the security review of pornography, and motorcycle helmet and seatbelt laws.
37

 

Mill’s essay is the starting point for an enormous engagement of political discussion in 

our society. Mills presents a powerful defense of individual freedom.  

 

2.2 The Harm Principle 

The central point of his essay is the Harm Principle that stipulates that, the exercise of 

legal and social coercion is deserved only to the extent that it restrains harm to other 

people.
38

 In other words, people should be autonomous to assume, say, and do as they 

fulfill, so long as it harms no one, but rather themselves. This indicates that,  

paternalism (limiting an individual’s freedom for his or her own good) is not justifiable. 

On paternalism, Mill argued that “the ‘Liberty’ is likely to survive longer than anything 

else that I have written…because…it is a kind of philosophic text-book of a single truth, 

which the changes progressively taking place in modern society tend to bring out into 

even stronger relief: the importance, to man and society of a large variety in types of 

character, and of giving full freedom to human nature to expand itself in innumerable 

                                                 
37

 Kolak 2007, p. 1 
38

 Ibid, p. 1 
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and conflicting directions.”
39

 What Mill is seeking in his defense of freedom of 

expression, is to have a general moral law which will determine the restrictions of social 

intrusion in the occupations of individual citizens or, what comes to the equivalent 

circumstance, the boundaries of individual liberty of action.
40

 According to Mill, social 

intervention contains not only the formal structures accessible to the government via its 

legal organization, but also the more informal systems in which discordant minorities 

can be subjugated by influential social category.This is what Mill names “the tyranny of 

majority”.
41

 

Today, Mill’s arguments continue to be relevant more so for different explanations. 

Two of these are linked to the nature of modern, liberal-democratic cultures. First, there 

is a permanent debate in liberal societies as regards the real freedom of action of 

government. The debate is around the limits of the government’s actions over social 

phenomena. Liberal society is seen as a society, such as the United States or the United 

Kingdom that attributes great importance to individual liberty or freedom. These two 

countries are perceived, as being the countries where the principle of freedom has a 

sacred value. Liberals require that personal freedom should be protected from 

government encroachment. A second component includes the pluralism or 

multiculturalism that more and more qualifies liberal societies. The citizens of these 

societies have different opinions about what is good and bad, right and wrong, and, 

eventually the meaning of life. A great number of the public policy debates mentioned 

above, for instance the contention over same sex-marriage, make ostensible these 

indispensable differences of opinions. As a result, a proliferation of some troublesome 

questions about what attitude the government should take with attention to these 

different points of view. Should the government remain neutral, or should it defend a 

general morality through legislation and policy? What rules should govern the 

expression of these positions, mainly when some people find them very offensive?
42

 

The Harm Principle outlines where there is harm to others, individuals may rightfully be 

controlled or punished, whereas in their exclusively private act, when there is no harm, 

their liberty must be protected.
43

 

 

 

                                                 
39

 Kolak 2007, p. 2 
40

 Sumner 2004, p.20 
41

 Ibid, p. 20 
42

 Kolak 2007, p. 2-3 
43

 Sumner 2004, p. 20 
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2.3 Freedom of Expression 

The arguments defended by Mill for unrestricted freedom of speech are long-familiar. 

The first argument is that, common opinion on any issue may be considered wrong and 

therefore, there is risk that it is not corrected, if people are not entitled to express their 

points of view.
44

 As a result, if the common belief that the earth is flat could not have 

been disputed, this means that the truth that the world is a sphere would have had no 

opportunity to be express and established. The second argument explains, when a point 

of view may be partially considered true. In this way the freedom of defying it may lead 

to the formation of the total truth.Yet ,Mill added a third argument for freedom of 

speech to reinforce the arguments one and two. Although, an approach may be proved 

wrong in clear manner, it should not be an obstacle to the freedom of expression and 

argument. This explains that, when a mistaken point of view reinforces the truth, it 

forces us to clearly give explanation, justification and proof of the truth, and therefore 

hold it an existing truth.
45

 Clear explanation and justification of a mistaken opinion have 

to play an important role, to seek the full truth. For example; the theorem of  Pythagoras 

will not be approved exclusively on the administration of the teacher of geometry. 

However, it will be demonstrable by a coherent argument. In this context, Mill clearly 

shows that freedom of expression is not an objective in itself that is to say, it is a 

freedom corresponding to the right to  move around and not be to restricted or 

incarcerated in a small area. Thus, the main justification of the freedom of expression is 

that it plays a capital goal to achieve, or at least a progression towards truth. In this 

way, truth is the goal and freedom of speech is the means. The obtainment of the truth is 

made possible by the freedom of speech. Mill pursues by arguing even if an expression 

of an opinion is defended by a very small minority; it cannot be restrained by the 

government.
46

 To defend his argument, Mill presents three possible states of cases. The 

first possible states of case could be the matter where, the opinion defended by the 

minority is true and the opinion defended by the majority is false. If the majority 

restrains the opinion defended by the minority, this means that society does not accept 

the truth. In this case, the majority defends that its opinion on the matter is infallible. 

However, Mill defends that the justification of such an assumption is not approved. Mill 

cites the examples of Socrates and Jesus where, the majority has of unjust manner 

pretended that its opinion was infallibly exact. The second possible states of case could 

                                                 
44

 Roshwald 2010, p. 79 
45

 Ibid, p. 80 
46

 Kolak 2007, p. 34 
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be, when the minority opinion is false and the majority opinion is actually true. One 

would consider that, if the circumstances ever deserved concealing an opinion, this 

would be it. Mill thinks that there is only a small group, if ever, in a belief that to 

evaluate a point of view is infallibly appropriate. But, even if one arrives at the 

conclusion that a point of view is absolutely false, there is no reason to restrain the false 

point of view. For example, if a point of view, even one acceded to be infallibly correct-

is not defied, it becomes a ‘dead dogma’ that is to say that this kind of opinion plays a 

small role to facilitate action. Accordingly, although incorrect points of view play a 

capital role in public discussion by permitting us to obviously and distinctly interpret 

why a correct opinion is correct. The third possible states of case could be, the fact that 

the minority opinion and the majority opinion are both in part correct. According to 

Mill, this type concerns moral and political opinions. Mill believes that in the cases of 

moral and political points of view, the truth about the issue comes into sight through 

opened discussion of the competing approaches.
47

 Diversity of opinions is 

indispensable, to seek the truth over moral and political issues. The process of seeking 

the truth about a matter cannot be stopped. Therefore ,no opinion should be stifled. 

Thus, in every case, utility is best defended because truth is best protected by permitting 

the free expression of the minority opinion.  

 

2.4 Combination of the Harm Principle and Freedom of expression 

In the past, the principal threat to individual liberty had come from dictatorial 

governments that prioritized their own interests at the expense of the people.
48

 In this 

kind of governments, the individual’s liberty was not guaranteed. And yet, the combat 

for individual liberty is permanent even in the democratic age. Mill defends in his essay, 

the “ one very simple principle” that claims that society may punish an individual in 

order to restrain her from acting in a particular way only if acting in that way will cause 

harm to someone else is today known as the Harm (or sometimes, Liberty) Principle.”
49

 

The Harm Principle argues that, harm to others is a fundamental condition for coercion 

and not a sufficient condition. As a consequence, although certain behavior might harm 

others, society still might not be defended in obstructing it. Although, Mill says that 

there is only one principle in his essay and yet, he also underlines a second principle 

that is a coherent conclusion of his Harm principle that is to say, that society may not 
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correctly coerce an individual if her engagements impact no one but herself.
50

 This 

indicates that, paternalism is never an enough condition for repression. Mill promptly 

specifies his position, giving as explanation that the Harm Principle uses “only to 

human beings in the maturity of their faculties.”
51

 Children and probably the mentally 

ill, even if Mill does not indicate this, may rightfully be constrained for their own good. 

More polemically, Mill also argues that the Harm Principle does not utilize adults in 

undeveloped countries where free and equal debate are not yet possible. Mill declares 

that “ we may leave out of consideration those backward states of society in which the 

race itself may be considered as in its nonage….Despotism is a legitimate mode of 

government in dealing with barbarians, provided the end is their improvement and the 

means justified by actually affecting that end. Liberty, as a principle, has no application 

to any state of things anterior to the time when mankind have become capable of being 

improved by free and equal discussion.”
52

 The Harm Principle is an applicable political 

principle for a modern democracy in which, free and equal debate is workable, but it is 

not suitable for countries that have not yet attained that phase of political maturity. In 

such countries despotic paternalism - even when applied by another country - may be 

excused, so long as it is guided towards the social and political evolution of that society. 

Mill’s perspective is attached in the belief that, social development is historically 

adapted. Mill argues that, neither the government executing officially through 

enactment nor the public acting naturally may legitimately keep silent about the 

expression of an opinion, even when view is only exercise by a small minority. 

Freedom of expression has to be guaranteed even if, it is only defended by a certain 

number of individuals. Liberty of thought and discussion is society’s adequate 

instruments for discovering the truth, as ambiguous as it may be.
53

 Therefore, an 

approach of absolute liberty of thought and discussion is warranted. Mill here defends a 

sort of fallibilism (the belief that even our most well warranted conceptions are weak 

and open to modification in light of future proof). On this idea, a belief is approved to 

the extent that the proof defending that approach is, on balance, tougher than the 

counterbalancing evidence. In case of the new proof on the issue, it appears there is an 
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obligation to determine whether that proof defends the accepted conception or whether 

it better defends a certain number of competing points of view.
54

  

 

2.5 Limits of Freedom of Expression 

However, Mill does concede a certain number of limits to the freedom of expression. 

Again, the simple fact that an idea (opposes) does not agree with public opinion or is 

seen as offensive by some, is never adequate argument to control that opinion through 

either official or unofficial coercion. But Mill declares that “even opinions lose their 

immunity when the circumstances in which they are expressed are such as to constitute 

their expression a positive instigation to some mischievous act.”
55

  We can see that Mill 

here, forecasts the popular Clear and Present Danger Test for establishing whether, 

speech is defended by the First Amendment that was expressed by Justice Oliver 

Wendell Holmes (1841-1932). In Schenck v. United States, Holmes argued that “the 

question in every case is whether the words used in such circumstances are of such a 

nature as to clearly create and present danger that they will bring about the substantive 

evils that Congress has a right to prevent.”
56

 Nevertheless, Mill makes a difference 

about the case of someone who announces the idea that, corn dealers are starving the 

poor in a newspaper article with the case of someone who, abuses the same approach to 

an angry mob that has assembled in front of a corn dealer’s house. Thus, the expression 

of the opinion in the latter case may legally be restrained, since in this circumstance it 

will very probably lead to harm and thereby transgress the Harm Principle whereas, the 

expression of the opinion in the former case may not be similarly repressed.
57

 Yet, 

Mill’s opinion here is also linked to his comprehension of the essence and purpose of 

public debate. For Mill, the basic intention of public debate is to discover truth by 

presenting and evaluating the proof linked to competing ideas. Even though Mill 

promotes individual liberty. However, Mill makes a discussion concerning the extent to 

which, individual liberty may be correctly constrained in order to avoid crimes and 

accidents.
58

 Avoiding crimes and accidents is a legal role of government, and Mill 

agrees that individual freedom may be restrained to some extent in order to stimulate 

these social purposes. Yet, Mill does not agree that state uses its power such as familial 
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relations. The conclusion is that, state should not utilize its prerogatives with individual 

liberty. Mill makes an exception in those cases where others are harmed.
59

 

Mill’s theory of liberty met some critics. Even those who strongly defended him, 

conceded that Mill’s argument that his essay stipulates a ‘very simple’ principle is 

misleading. Moreover, the Harm Principle is not concrete; it is a general principle. As 

mentioned above, Mill’s Harm Principle makes a difference between two sorts of 

actions. The first type is those that concern only the agent himself or herself, and the 

second type is those that may absolutely affect other people. The Harm Principle 

prevents the utilization of legal and social enforcement to restrain the first sort of action. 

The problem is that a certain number of critics questioned the presence of purely ‘self-

regarding’ engagements, since almost anything that an individual does, this affects 

others in some manner. For example, the British legal historian and judge  James Fitz-

james Stephen thinks that, Mill’s attempt to make a distinction between self-regarding 

acts and acts which regard others can be seen similar to  a manner to differentiate 

between acts which occur in time and acts which occur in space. Stephen goes far by 

arguing that, every act occurs at some time and in some place. This may suggest that, 

every act that we do either does or may have an impact on both ourselves and others. 

Therefore, the discrepancy is totally erroneous and unfounded. In this context, the Harm 

Principle accepts that some acts refer to the agent only, and that some relate to others 

and yet most part of our behavior affects both ourselves and others.
60

 The most common 

criticism on the Mill’s theory of liberty is the ambiguity and the vagueness of the use of 

the word harm. Although, the meaning of the Mill’s notion of harm is common, yet 

there is without doubt that this is totally different from what he intends.
61

 For instance, 

some individuals argue that divers sorts of blasphemy harm everyone in the community 

in which this happens; but Mill is clear in this point by arguing that, unless it is a 

provocation to violence against people, the fact that some individuals encounter some 

aspects offensive may not be considered as these people having been harmed. Yet, the 

term of harm does not offer more detail to face a multitude of difficulties. Thus, John 

Gray, a contemporary philosopher and political theorist, summarizes some of these 

difficulties about Mill’s concept of harm in the following sentences “ Does he intend 

the reader to understand ‘harm` to refer only to physical harm, or must a class of moral 

harms to character be included in any application of the liberty principle? Must the 
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harm that the restriction on liberty prevents be done directly to identifiable individuals, 

or may it also relevantly be done to institutions, social practices and forms of life? Can 

serious offence to feelings count as harm so far as the restriction of liberty is 

concerned, or must the harm be done to interests, or those interests the protection of 

which is to be accorded the status of a right? Can a failure to benefit someone, or to 

perform one’s obligations to the public be construed as a case in which harm has been 

done?”
62

 

Despite that, Mill’s theory of liberty gives no detail about harm that may affect the 

interests of others. However it gives everyone a perfect freedom to act legally and 

socially and face the consequences. This is only possible in liberal (democratic 

countries). Thus, this is enough interesting to understand the Johnson’s act in the debate 

over the 1984 Dallas flag-burning. 

 

2.6 Conceptualization or definition of concepts 

The aim of this section is to make the theoretical concepts usable for my research. In 

order to answer my research questions, it is important to select parts of the theory that 

can be utilized in my analysis, the reason is that literature on the ‘Liberty’ is wide. Thus, 

the Harm Principle and Freedom of Expression will be defined and discussed in order 

to get better understanding of my case. 

 

2.6.1The Harm Principle and discussion  

The reason that I choose the Harm Principle or sometimes Liberty Principle is that, it 

someway summarizes the theory of Liberty developed by Mill in his famous essay On 

Liberty. According to Mill, the Harm principle is a suited principle for a modern 

democracy in which free and different opinions are acceptable, but it is not acceptable 

in dictatorial societies. This reflects the case of my study of the U.S, which is often cited 

as the country of freedoms. Many scholars have defended that Mill’s Liberty Principle 

is seen as the most fairly construed as restricting social hindrance to cases where an 

individual’s action harms others, or at least elevates the probability of harm to others.
63

 

However, if Mill’s Principle is to remain suitable in defense of individual liberty by 

contrast a moralized concept cannot be at center to that principle. Therefore, the 

principle must be impartial with respect to different approaches of the good. Another 
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point is what Mill means by ‘ harm’. J.C.Rees argues that harm comprises an adversity 

to one’s interests. And yet, the questions related to the nature and the content of our 

interests as well as the content of harms is very controversial and a solution cannot be 

found without considering contestable moral beliefs.
64

 In this context, physical injuries 

and injuries to property should be considered as harms for purposes of the Harm 

Principle.Thus, it is not appropriate whether other kinds of injuries should be seen as 

harms. To consider harm in this way, means that harms seems to be constructed into a 

normative concept “such that what it means to harm someone is that we have wronged 

him in some important respect.”
65

 But such an understanding of harm will rely on which 

special moral structure is adopted, and as such, will not reach the sort of impartiality, 

indispensable for that the Principle of Liberty to be tolerated. 

 

 2.6.2 Freedom of Expression and discussion 

According to Benjamin Nathan Cardozo, a distinguished American jurist, Freedom of 

expression “is the matrix, the indispensable condition, of nearly every other form of 

freedom”.
66

 The extent of freedom of expression contains both pure speech as well as 

symbolic speech that are seen as a non-verbal expression, whose principal aim is to 

make known opinions. Freedom of expression cannot normally be perceived as a 

debatable question, the reason is that it is one the grounds of the democratic system.
67

 

Democracy is seen not only as a form of government in which the people are sovereign, 

but also a regime which protects the individual’s rights. Indeed, rights must not be 

trampled by the majority. One of these rights is Freedom of Expression. In this context, 

who will challenge to constrain such freedom, which is guaranteed in the first article of 

the U.S. Bill of Rights of 1791? However, any right set out in declarations, conventions, 

treaties, constitutions and laws is basically a refinement of centuries of philosophical 

disputes and debates.
68

 The concept of freedom of expression raises interrogations. The 

main concern is the question whether there are limits to freedom of expression: is there 

anything that cannot be expressed, or situations under things cannot be expressed? 

There are other questions over the concept of freedom of expression such as “if freedom 

of expression does have limits, just how these limits can be defined? Is the making of 

offence one of the possible limits to freedom of expression? How can we identify the 
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boundaries of what might legitimately be considered offensive? Is there any kind of 

right to take offence?” 
69

 All these questions make the identification and definition of 

limitations to freedom of expression a critical affair.
70

 

Although these two theoretical concepts have some weaknesses. However, I believe 

they are suitable to answer my research questions and to reach the purpose of my thesis. 

Both concepts are complementary in order to make a good analysis. 
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Chapter Three 

3. Analysis 

In this chapter, I use the two concepts explored in chapter 2 to explain what happened in 

my case that is to say, in the debate over the 1984 Dallas American flag-burning 

controversy. In order to understand this debate, I will outline main arguments of both 

sides i.e. the pro arguments and counter arguments defended in the Johnson’s trial. 

Furthermore, I consider that it is necessary to have an idea about the First Amendment 

to the U.S. Constitution in order to understand the Court’s decisions “Congress shall 

make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise 

thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people 

peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances.”
71

 It 

should be noted that the repeated use of "free speech" is often inaccurate. For example, 

the First Amendment uses freedom of speech in lieu of freedom of expression. But the 

notion of "freedom of expression" is deliberately used in this thesis in its most ordinary 

sense, that is to say at its current use, in order to highlight the tensions and 

inconsistencies.
72

 

Freedom of speech is both broader and narrower than the freedom of expression: while 

the first will include all the words and will cover everything you can do with words for 

example professional secrecy, lying, or very direct and explicit insults; the second will 

more include the field of representations and ideas. Thus, the word expression will 

reproduce here the use that is made generally in the controversies in which the freedom 

of expression is frequently invoked,  mainly designating the representations at large 

such as  artistic representations, satirical and literary and publicly formulated ideas 

whether political, philosophical or religious). But this extension of the area of freedom 

of expression to many objects, requires to question in permanence the problem of the 

limit of this liberty, therefore to question about the nature of the wrongs than 

representations, ideas, and sometimes even some behaviors can cause.
73

 

 

3.1 The main arguments held during the Texas trials of Johnson 1984-1988 

3.1.1 The 1984 Dallas Flag Burning Trial of Johnson 

In this section, I will outline the main arguments held by Johnson to justify his action as 

well as the principal arguments of both sides during the trial. It should be remembered 
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that, Johnson was convicted and sentenced to one year in jail, and penalized $ 2,000 of 

desecration of a venerated object in violation of a Texas statute.
74

 But the U.S.Supreme 

Court ruled in Texas v. Johnson on June 21, 1989 confirmed the decision of the Texas 

Court of Criminal Appeals holding by a 5-4 that the Texas Court Venerated Objects law 

had violated the First Amendment.
75

 The Texas’s law of venerated objects stipulated 

that “intentional or knowing action that defaced, damaged, or otherwise physically 

mistreated a state or national flag in a manner  that the actor knows will seriously 

offend one or more persons likely to observe or discover his action.”
76

 

Johnson’s trial showed an open fight between Johnson and Michael Gillett, assistant 

Dallas Country District Attorney who represented Dallas. Although Johnson rejected 

that he had personally burned the U.S. flag in Dallas and yet he proudly declared both in 

and out of court that it was “ great to see the American flag go up in flames, a symbol of 

international plunder and murder reduced to asches.”
77

 Gillett attracted the attention of 

the jury to Johnson’s political opinions and his RYCB T-shirt that had a picture of a 

man holding a rifle; he signified if Johnson did not like the American political 

organization “Why do not you just leave” or “ move to Russia.”
78

 Johnson seized this 

moment to express his worldview: “Well,.. I don’t consider it [Russia] to be any sort of 

society that people in the world who are striving for a future without oppression should 

look to for guidance…If anything, I think that there are more similarities between the 

United States and the Soviet Union. They mutually possess over 50,000 nuclear 

weapons.”
79

 During the Dallas trial, Johnson was defended by two lawyers Stanley 

Weinberg and Doug Skemp. However, Johnson often tried to assure his own defense by 

arguing to his lawyers that “ I’m exercising my First Amendment rights”.
80

 The Dallas 

lawyer demanded to jury to severally punish Johnson
81

, the reason was that Johnson 

was “creating a lot of danger of people by what he does and the way he thinks. He had 

committed a deed that was serious and offensive as far as every American is concerned 

and when you go back into the jury room you represent each and every one of them and 

don’t forget it”
82

. Weinberg, one of Johnson’s lawyer argued that “Johnson was really 
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being tried for his politics, because he refused to respond to the state by clicking [his] 

heels and automatically obeying.” And he continued his defense by arguing ,“even if  

Johnson had burned the flag the Constitution protected even  nasty speech and symbolic 

action that speaks louder than words, and therefore an acquittal action would 

demonstrate not only reasonable doubt about Johnson’s guilt but that the First 

Amendment is alive and well in Dallas.”
83

 Weinberg did not modify his line of defense 

by insisting that “the act of burning a flag at such a demonstration is a type of symbolic 

speech within the purview of the First Amendment of the Constitution.”
84

 Yet, Johnson 

was found guilty.
85

 The prosecutor, in his summation before the Johnson’s sentence, 

described Johnson as “the king of man that believes in phrases such as—and I’m 

quoting -- ´Fuck America’. That’s what he thinks of your country. Johnson poses a lot 

of danger for a lot of people by what he does and the way he thinks.” 
86

 Weinberg 

publicly declared that “ there are two defendants in this case: Mr. Johnson and the First 

Amendment.”
87

 During pretrial actions, Weinberg raised one important point to his eyes 

that is the supposedly inadequate ‘seriously offend’ provision of the Texas law. 

According to him, the provision made the law very much breached, the explanation is 

that whether or not an action was “even a crime or not relied on the “very subjective 

reactions of unknown persons and whether or not anybody is going to observe it or not, 

so that Johnson could not adequately defend himself because he was never told whom 

he supposedly knew would be seriously offended, for example, if these persons were 

hidden behind a bush.” 
88

 Johnson’s attorneys immediately made appeal to the Court of 

Appeals for the Fifth Texas Supreme Judicial District that, was a right that granted to all 

individuals condemned in Texas of criminal charges.
89

 During the appeals, Johnson’s 

lawyers maintained in his defense that “Johnson had not burned the flag beyond any 

reasonable doubt, but in any case the flag burning had been intended to express a 

political point of view and therefore was constitutionally protected.” 
90
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3.1.2 Court of  Appeals for the Fifth District of Texas and Texas Court of Criminal 

Appeals , 1985-1988 

In their appeal brief, Skemp and Weinberg maintained their line of defense during the 

Texas trial that “the flag burning clearly met the test of expression set out by the 

Supreme Court in the 1974 Spence flag-desecration case because it was intended to 

convey a particularized message of dissatisfaction with the Reagan administration 

policies and because the flag was burned in a period of recognized protest activity, 

involving speeches, parades, picketing and even street theater”.
91

 Moreover, they argued 

that Johnson had been prosecuted in violation of the First Amendment and of the free 

speech paragraph of the Texas constitution since the flag-burning “occurred as a symbol 

during apolitical protest demonstration”. And also “the likelihood that the message 

would be seen and understood by those who viewed it and heard about it was great”
92

 

during the Republican convention.  

John D.Nation, the Deputy Head of the appellate division of the Dallas district 

attorney’s office had the authority to write the Dallas’s brief. Nation argued that, the 

state had two main interests which gave sufficient reasons to limit the justification of 

Johnson on the First Amendment rights, specifically “prevention of breaches of the 

peace and protection of the flag as a symbol of national unity.”
93

 In allusion at the  idea 

to ban flag desecration to preserve the peace, Nation defended that there was sufficient 

proof presented in Johnson’s trial involving a “potentially explosive situation created by 

the flag burning, including the sizable crowd gathered at City Hall.Because people were 

chanting and splitting on the flag, the situation could have led to an immediate physical 

reaction from people opposed to the destruction of the flag.”
94

 Furthermore, the Dallas’s 

attorney argued that the country had right to maintain the American flag above political 

beliefs by defending this central symbol of our national unity from being adapted by 

either side in the special situation of their political belief (an argument which justified 

that patriotic employments were ideologically nonpartisan). Nation pursued his defense 

by arguing that “the emotions of the people of this country are linked to the flag and 

thus its destruction would attach those emotions and represent an assault on a person’s 

sense of national identity and unity with his country.”
95

 Nation rejected the argument of 

the Johnson’s attorneys that the serious offense’ made the law unconstitutionally 
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unclear because its use did “not depend on a vague notion of the sensibilities of persons 

likely to observe the actor’s conduct, which would make even a relatively innocent 

touching or merely reckless or negligent handling of the flag punishable if this conduct 

offended an observer.”
96

 In his brief, Nation insisted that the Texas law sentenced 

particularly “those acts of physical abuse of the flag which the actor knows are likely to 

seriously offend potential observers, such as intentional and knowing or flagrant abuse 

of the flag designed to seriously offend the shared norms that society holds relative to 

treatment of the flag.”
97

 On January 23, 1986, Judge John Vance gave his decision. This 

judgment went to the sense of the arguments presented by Nation in his brief. Thus, the 

Court of Appeals for the Fifth Judicial District of Texas confirmed the decision of the 

Dallas County Criminal Court.
98

 The appellate court judged, “ While the State has no 

legitimate interest in compelling respect for the flag [citing Barnette], we disagree with 

the Eleventh Circuit in Monroe and hold the State does have a legitimate and substantial 

interest in protecting the flag as a symbol of national unity.”
99

 Yet in its ruling, the 

appellate court had admitted that “in principle Johnson’s flag burning was an exercise of 

constitutionally-protected free speech,”
100

 nevertheless in practice it had arrived at 

conclusion that such expression was always unconstitutional, the reason is that it 

essentially endangered both the public peace and the symbolic utility of the flag. 

Despite the fact that the Court had conceded this point, it refused to rehear arguments 

containing in a brief of the Johnson’s lawyers on February 7, 1986. Finally, the Texas 

Court of Criminal Appeals accepted the demand of the rehearing of the Johnson’s 

attorneys and on April 20, 1988, the Court made a decision, which by a 5-4 vote 

affirmed that “the Texas venerated objects law had been unconstitutionally used to 

prosecute Johnson by violating his First Amendment right to engage in peaceful 

symbolic political protest. Texas’s highest criminal court agreed with the Court of 

Appeals that Johnson  had engaged in symbolic speech presumptively protected by the 

First Amendment but rejected the lower court’s conclusion that Texas’s interests were 

compelling enough to justify overriding Johnson’s constitutional rights.”
101

 The Texas 

Court of Criminal Appeals assumed, that the State had no ability to sanction criminally 
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flag desecration in order to protect the flag as mark of national unity.
102

 

Notwithstanding Johnson’s and the Court’s acknowledgement that, the validity of 

Johnson’s sentence had to be assessed by the chapter of free speech of the Texas 

Constitution. Yet, the Court of Criminal Appeals did not want to use state grounds in 

making the decision of the case Texas v. Johnson. The reason is that, the refusal is the 

foundation from which this Court’s ill-advised verdict evolved, what occurred in the 

Texas courts needs to be profoundly analyzed.
103

  On June 8, 1988, the Texas Court of 

Criminal Appeals rejected the idea to review its verdict in the Johnson case by a 5-4 

vote. On November 1988, Dallas district attorney John Vance submitted the brief to the 

Supreme Court.
104

 

 

3.1.3 The Johnson Case in the Supreme Court 

In oral argument before the decision of the Supreme Court, Assistant Dallas district 

attorney Kathi Drew defended the Texas law by presenting well-known argument that 

Texas had “two compelling state interests which outweighed Johnson’s First 

Amendment rights, namely preservation of the flag as a symbol nationhood and national 

unity and prevention of a breach of the peace, as opposed to punishment after a breach 

had already occurred.”
105

 When it comes to the flag as a symbol nationhood and 

national unity, Drew argued that “We believe that preservation of the flag as a symbol 

of nationhood and national unity is a compelling and valid state interest. We feel very 

certain that Congress has the power to both adopt a national symbol and to take steps to 

prevent the destruction of that symbol, to protect the symbol.”
106

 

Justice Antonin Scalia, considered as one of the Court’s most conservative members 

stressed that Dallas’s argument was meeting with a cold reception even among some of 

its supposed friends, indicating that “the Dallas flag burning did not make the flag any 

less a symbol and in fact would have been useless unless the flag was a very good 

symbol.”
107

 William Kunstler who represented Johnson, tried to erase the serious 

offense provision contained in the Texas law in a vain effort to prevent the fact that the 
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directly “singles out communicative impact for punishment.”
108

 Additionally, Kunstler 

argued that Dallas had acknowledged that the Dallas event included pure speech, yet it 

did not succeed in introducing any “compelling state interest that is worth consideration 

to override Johnson’s free speech rights.”
109

 Both the majority and dissenting justices 

conceded, that Johnson’s act had the intention to express a message, and thus he was 

right to claim First Amendment protection.
110

 However, they fiercely opposed on the 

validity of that claim. Justice William Brennan who wrote the majority opinion, focused 

his defense on the fragility of the state interests offered to defend the statute, that is to 

say maintaining the peace and preserving the U.S.flag as a symbol of national unity. 

Thus, he explained that “the government may not ban the expression of certain 

disagreeable ideas on the unsupported presumption that their very disagreeableness will 

provoke violence. The government cannot dictate that the flag may only be used as a 

symbol of national unity. If a citizen wishes to use the flag to express a message other 

than national unity, the government cannot prohibit that message.”
111

 Brennan’s 

viewpoint provoked opposed reactions. Justice John Paul Stevens one of those who 

wrote a dissenting opinion argued that “the flag is more than a proud of the courage, the 

determination, and the gifts of nature that transformed thirteen fledgling Colonies into a 

world power. It is a symbol of freedom, of equal opportunity, of religious tolerance, and 

of good will for other people who share our aspirations…The value of the flag has as a 

symbol cannot be measured.”
112

 Stevens made his conclusion that “the case has nothing 

to do with disagreeable ideas. It involves disagreeable conduct that, in my opinion, 

diminishes the value of an important national asset, and that Johnson was punished only 

for the means by which he expressed his opinion, not the opinion itself.”
113

 William H. 

Rehnquist, another dissenting Justice argued that the uniqueness of the flag gave a valid 

reason to government to ban flag-burning like the Johnson’s case. Justice Rehnquist 

wrote that “ the American flag, then, throughout more than 200 years of our history, has 

come to be the visible symbol embodying our Nation. It does not represent any 

particular political philosophy. The flag is not simply another idea or point of view 

competing for recognition in the marketplace of ideas. Millions and millions of 

Americans regard it with an almost mystical reverence regardless of what sort of social, 
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political, or philosophical beliefs they may have.I cannot agree that the First 

Amendment invalidates the Act of Congress, and the laws of forty-eight of the fifty 

States, which make criminal the public burning of the flag.”
114

 Forecasting people 

frustration with the U.S.Supreme Court’s decision, Justice Brennan defended that the 

Court’s verdict “is a sign and source of our strength and we do not consecrate the flag 

by punishing its desecration, for in doing so we dilute the freedom that this cherished 

emblem represents.”
115

 In a concurring viewpoint, Justice Kennedy spoke to the public 

audience that “it is poignant but fundamental that the flag protects those who hold it in 

contempt.”
116

 

On June 21, 1989, the U.S.Supreme Court made a decision by a 5-4 vote to maintain the 

verdict of the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals that, Texas had not respected Johnson’s 

First Amendment rights by sentencing him under its venerated objects law for burning a 

flag  “as a means of political protest”.
117

 In other words, the U.S.Supreme Court 

concluded that Johnson’s burning of an American flag of the 1984 Republican 

Convention in Dallas was a way of symbolic political speech and for that reason it was 

protected under the First Amendment to the U.S.Constitution.
118

 Furthermore, the U.S. 

Supreme Court observed that the government has no constitutional mandate to limit the 

substance of political expression, whether it is written, spoken, or symbolic, without 

giving a convincing argument.
119

 Nevertheless, the U.S.Supreme Court acknowledged 

that, the flag has come to signify 200 years of nationhood no less than the alliance of 

letters found in the term America. The U.S.Supreme Court believes that the American 

flag represents unity and national identity. Yet it warned that, everyone has his own 

flag’s meaning such as for some Americans, the U.S.flag represents the arrogance of the 

imperialist foreign policy and a heritage of Civil Rights abuses. 

 

3.1.4 Freedom of expression, Harm Principle and The 1984 Dallas Flag burning: 

In this section, I will discuss the main arguments of this debate in relation to my two 

concepts: Freedom of Expression and the Harm Principle.  
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3.1.5 Freedom of Expression and the Court’s decisions 

In the context of freedom of expression, the measure of harms is determining because 

its role is to limit the sphere of the legitimate intervention of the authority to activities, 

or expressions that harm to others.
120

 Johnson was sentenced under the Dallas’s law of 

venerated objects, and during the Johnson’s trial, Dallas’s attorneys argued that 

Johnson’s flag burning offended Americans, because they attach a great important to 

their flag. Certainly, the practice of freedom of expression has an effect on the 

sensibilities and social reception. Yet freedom of expression would be meaningless, if it 

would have no ability even to harm.
121

 If there are no contradictory arguments on issues 

that touch individual’s liberty, freedom of expression would have no sense. However 

the question is, how to evaluate the nature and the assessment of the reality of wrongs 

(harms). During the Dallas flag-burning, there were no injuries
122

 even if there had been 

minor damages caused by vandalism.
123

 Nevertheless Johnson was charged by the 

Dallas’s Court. This shows, the difficulty to evaluate the level of harms to individuals 

who feel victims of an offense. However Mill claims that if you take anger at something 

it does not mean you have been affected, and if you get physically injured because you 

have participated in a dangerous activity to which you had given your agreement, then 

that does not entirety constitute harm either.
124

 Mill defends that, the Harm Principle has 

to show more ostensible harm than simple offence in order to justify the restrain of an 

individual’s freedom to express, his or her points of views.
125

 However it has been 

claimed that, the Texas flag desecration statute should be interpreted, not as a control on 

the expression of an idea or animosity to the measures of the U.S. government.
126

 But, it 

should be seen as a control on the employment of a form of expression namely the 

American flag. The fact that this statement indicates that, the Texas flag desecration 

statute was a disposition of means rather than content, this is not right. The explanation 

is that, the Texas statute restrained the employment of the flag as, a mode of expression 

only when it was utilized to reflect ideas that are offensive to others. “As the Court 

recognized, that is a paradigm example of content-based regulation.”
127
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 In a 1990 interview, Nation (the Dallas’s attorney) acknowledged that the “Texas was 

unartfully and unfortunately drawn, and that was always the part that worried me 

because you knew that a good lawyer like Stan Weinberg would make the most of it.”
128

 

Nation’s confession revealed the complexity and the sensitivity of the issue related to 

freedom of expression. It should be noticed that, Mill was aware of the obligation for 

sensitivity of the kind of case in question when using the Harm Principle. The objective 

of the principle itself does not, and was not to a simple, easily utilized answer to every 

challenge about constraining negative liberties; rather it was intended to offer a 

clarification of the sorts of explanation which were suitable and adequate.
129

 Although 

Mill took into account, the sensitivity that could cause freedom of expression. Yet Mill 

did not question about the notion of freedom of expression, that according to him it is 

the basis of the individual’s liberty. Throughout the Johnson’s trial, Johnson’s attorney 

argued that such dissent was protected by the First Amendment. However, several 

defenders of outlawing flag desecration have argued that, the First Amendment refers 

only to freedom of speech and press.Therefore flag-burning is a form of conduct, and it 

must be punished by government.Yet this argument has been rejected by the U.S. 

Supreme Court for over sixty years.
130

 For Mill, government is only entitled to involve 

in the lives of people to hinder them from harming others.
131

Additionally, Mill 

supported that individuals should be free from limits on their expressing or publishing 

their opinions regardless of whether or not these opinions go against the established 

views of the age, or, indeed, in spite of whether they are considered as true or not. 

Individual’s freedoms should not suffer any limit. Although some defenders of 

preventing flag desecration admit, the evident that flag burning is a form of 

expression.
132

 Yet, a great number of them insist that no real harm will be done by 

avoiding only one particularly awful form of political communication. But, if the basic 

criteria of democracy can be diverged to forbid one fact or one issue of discussion, there 

could be no ethical legal obstacle to enhance such limitations. More basically,even if it 

were true that constraints on freedom of expression could, in practice, be of strict 

manner constrained to outlawing flag desecration, this could not legitimize such a 

censorship in democratic country, where the basic criterion of government is the right to 
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peaceful difference, even if communicated in a scandalous and offensive way.
133

 In 

detail, it is vague about what government ought to be limited to dealing with matters 

that are, broadly, in the public sphere and ought to respect the private life of people.
134

 

In my opinion, the U.S.Supreme Court’s decision would have been hailed by Mill for 

following reasons.His theory of liberty has been followed. The U.S.Supreme Court 

respected the freedom of expression of Johnson. This kind of decision, can only be 

taken in democratic countries where, the principles of the democratic system are more 

respected than in dictatorial regimes. Furthermore, the U.S.Supreme Court’s decision 

was the consequence of a series of opposed debates of both sides. For, Mill argued that 

only through open debates one can seek the truth on moral and political issues. 

Although the U.S.Supreme Court’s decision recognized that, Johnson’s freedom of 

expression was not respected by the Texas Criminal Court. However, should individuals 

of a democratic society accept unlimited freedom of expression? Should everybody be 

authorized to say, print, publish, broadcast or communicate electronically any opinion 

whatsoever, with no concerns on how racist, sexist, anarchist, detestable or 

pornographic they are? A small number of individuals believe that there should be no 

constrains at all on the opinions people can express.
135

 

 

3.1.6 The Harm Principle and the Court’s decisions 

In its decision, the U.S.Supreme Court declared that “no disturbance of the peace 

actually occurred or threatened to occur because of Johnson’s burning of the flag”
136

, 

notwithstanding Texas’s allegation of legitimate interest of avoiding a breach of the 

peace.Accordingly, in practice, the state’s viewpoint amounted to an affirmation that an 

audience that takes considerable infringement at special expression is inevitably to 

derange the peace as well as all flag burnings posed without doubt a possible for breach 

the peace, regardless of the existent situations. However, Justice Brennan who delivered 

the Court’s viewpoint noticed that “we have not permitted the government to assume 

that every expression of a provocative idea will incite a riot, but have instead required a 

careful consideration of the actual circumstances surrounding such expression.”
137

 The 

Texas Court’s decision can be explained by Mill, as the intervention of the government 

in the Johnson’s liberty. According to Mill, the justification of the Texas Court’s 
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decision would be legitimate if Johnson’s had caused harm to others. Even if , this had 

been the case yet it would not justify this judgment for Johnson for expressing his 

viewpoint. The explanation would be that it is not only what is expressed, but one has 

also to take into account the circumstance in which an expression is said, which decides 

whether or not a viewpoint is harmful to others. For example, the same words in one 

situation can be spoken or declared without censorship, but when spoken or announced 

in another circumstance they may be regarded as an encouragement to violence, and so 

can rightfully be reduced to silence by force.
138

 In its decision, the Court of Criminal 

Appeals declared that “Given the context of an organized demonstration, speeches, 

slogans, and the distribution of literature, anyone who observed appellant’s act would 

have understood the message that appellant intended to convey.”
139

 

This example, shows the difficult task to measure the nature of words or actions which 

can harm or not to others. The complexity of the interpretation of the Harm of Principle 

makes difficult the Court’s decisions. As a consequence, narrow results in the Court’s 

decisions. As showed the U.S.Supreme Court’s decision over Texas v. Johnson. 

According to Mill’s Harm Principle, any opinion which has no ability to hurt others 

should be allowed by contrast, views which cause harm to others may be restrained. 

Mill’s Harm Principle shows a path of distinguishing between those ideas which should 

be accepted and those which should not. In other words, for Mill, simple offence to 

others does not mean harm. Someone using Mill’s Harm Principle in this context would 

not have restrained the publication of Salman Rushdie’s The Satanic Verses. The truth 

that it provoked considerable offence to several Muslims would not alone amount to an 

adequate argument for prohibiting it.
140

 According to the U.S.Supreme Court “the way 

to preserve the flag’s special role is not to punish those who feel differently about these 

matters. It is to persuade them that they are wrong.”
141

 For Mill, every person has the 

obligation to have their personal voice and be able to express, this contains symbolic 

speech as well.
142
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Chapter Four 

 

4. Discussions and final Conclusions  

In summary, the debate is about the 1984 Dallas flag-burning. It is discussed whether or 

not Johnson’s action was protected under the First Amendment to the U.S.Constitution. 

If one look over the research questions and if one questions if they have been answered, 

I would consider that the first research question: what are the pro and counter 

arguments for freedom of expression in the debate over the 1984 Dallas American flag-

burning? has been answered. I have managed to clearly lay pro and counter arguments 

in a structured way to facilitate a better understanding of the debate. As for, the second 

research question that was: How can Mill’s theory explain the Texas Court’s decision 

over the 1984 Dallas American flag-burning? I have tried to clarify and fulfill Mill’s 

position over the Texas Court’s decisions. I consider, the purpose of the study to be 

fulfilled as it gives a good picture of the manner of the argumentation of debate between 

law and policy. 

The debate over the 1984 Dallas flag-burning reveals different arguments in the 

interpretation of the American flag and freedom of expression. It is no doubt that, 

American veneration of the flag is very much extreme than that in most, or even all 

other countries.
143

 It is difficult to make claims about the role of law in the political 

context through research (although one must try), it feels that much depend on the 

natural development of society. For example Justice Kennedy who joined the majority 

in the Supreme Court in the case Texas v. Johnson, stressed that although he defended 

Brennan’s point of view without condition, and yet this situation had exerted a personal 

toll on him, the reason the pure command of the Constitution had brought pressure to 

him to make a decision that he found painful. He affirmed: 

   

“ The hard fact is that sometimes we must make decisions we do not like. 

We  make them because they are right, right in the sense that the law and 

 

the Constitution, as we see them, compel the result.And so great is our         

commitment to  the process that except, in the rare case, we do not pause to express    
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distaste for the result, perhaps for fear of undermining a valued principle  that dictates 

the decision This one of those rare cases.”
144

 

Kennedy’s declaration showed that, his personal feelings were going to the protestants. 

However, he had concluded that the Constitution did not “give us the right to rule thusly 

because Johnson’s acts were speech, in both the technical and the fundamental meaning 

of the Constitution, and it is poignant but fundamental that the flag protects those who 

hold it in contempt.”
145

 One can hope that this development takes place in the most 

democratic way possible. However, the development of democracy is something one 

strives, so it is important to be attentive and worthy of democratic values and make 

them stronger. Freedom of expression is one of the most important values of 

democracy. Therefore, flag-burning may be a means to express his opinion, for example 

to use it to show his disagreement against a governmental decision. Yet flag is a 

nation’s symbol and when it is burnt by someone, one feels as if it his country that is 

attacked (targeted) by an enemy. Nevertheless, flag-burning is considered as protected 

speech under the First Amendment to the U.S.Constitution, according to the U.S. 

Supreme Court’s decision in the case Texas v. Johnson. One can point out that, the 

opinions and arguments are very much on the point of view of an individual and also 

constitutional interpretation. The problem is, how to relate personal feelings to 

jurisdiction (constitution). These approaches are fundamental, I believe when it comes 

to take a stand on such a complex and wide-ranging debate. One aspect of this topic I 

find interesting is that, there is both a human side and a more practical side of the 

subject that makes the debate interesting from a research’s perspective. The majority 

has always no reason. Most of the Americans are attached to the First Amendment and 

yet only few consider that, Flag burning is a means to express his point of view.  

What should one conclude from the study? Except that one has received perception of, 

how the debate happened and some major arguments in the debate. An interesting 

conclusion to be drawn is, to ask how the debate would evolve if it became more 

present in the everyday public debate.  

This study has revealed the complexity to determine whether, Lee Gregory Johnson’s 

flag-burning was freedom of expression and also to establish whether the First 

Amendment defended non-speech acts. This study has also showed the difficulty to 

determine the limits of Harms. For example, how to determine the moment when an 
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action causes harms to others or not. Despite the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision, 

burning an American flag remained a questionable topic. A great number of polls 

revealed, that a majority of Americans suggested that the American flag should be 

protected.
146

 Thus, the U.S. Congress passed the Flag Protection Act of 1989. However, 

on June 11, 1990, the U.S. Supreme Court concealed the Federal Law for the similar 

reasons provided in the Johnson’s case. The votes were the same as in Texas v. 

Johnson, with a 5-4 decision.
147

 

The most important results in this thesis are that, the U.S. Supreme Court did its job to 

hear both sides involved in the 1984 Dallas flag-burning and also made a decision that 

burning the U.S.flag as an act of political dissent was defended expression under the 

First Amendment to the U.S.Constitution. Despite the government’s pressure and the 

public opinion, the U.S.Supreme Court followed the Law in lieu of feelings. By making 

this historic decision, democracy was reinforced through its most important principle 

namely Freedom of Expression.This study also revealed, the ambiguity of Freedom of 

Expression. On the one hand, its only limit is actually the harm it can cause to others 

and on the other hand freedom of expression would be useless if it has no ability to 

harm. In other words, without harm there is no existence of freedom of expression. A 

conflict of freedom of expression may arise when individuals consider that, harm has 

been done to them and need recognition for this harm with evidence of existence of the 

violence and its amplitude. The main questions may be, what are the legitimate and the 

illegitimate harms.  

Finally, I want to give some suggestions for future research in the area of concerns that, 

I dealt with in this essay. To avoid dark areas in the interpretation of the principle of 

freedom of expression in the case of flag-burning, I suggest that Lawyers and Politics 

should include flag-burning in the First Amendment or to pass a federal law which 

would protect the burning of the American flag. However, I believe that this would not 

be easy in reason of the sensitivity of the issue as shown the debate over the 1984 Dallas 

flag-burning. Congress failed several times to pass such Federal Law. It would have 

been interesting and relevant to look at, how sociology and psychology can explain the 

motives for flag-burners and when there are several means to express one’s anger 

against his government.The final suggestion, is to try to explicitly determine the acts 

which can cause harm to others in order to avoid ambiguity. 
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